
 ROASTING COMPANY



ITALIAN TASTE AND QUALITY
 

From Marche Region
 

Whether coffee is drunk for an exciting morning awakening, as a
break at work or as the conclusion of a meal, what matters to us is to

add value to that moment, enriching it with a pleasant taste!
 

Ours is an artisanal and family roasting company born in Fabriano
 from which it takes its name, "Janus" (Latin derivation of Janus) 

is in fact the river that flows in this city. 
We value this strong link with the Marche region



WHO WE ARE



Janus coffe's Mission
 protecting and maintaining the result in the cup!

 
This concept is decisive for all our business decisions, 

being producers allows us to exercise constant and direct
 control over all production phases: 

the selection of the different qualities of raw beans (Arabica 
and Robusta), the blending method, 

the roasting until the packaging of each product.

 

Whether coffee is drunk for an exciting morning awakening, as a
break at work or as the conclusion of a meal, what matters to us is to

add value to that moment, enriching it with a pleasant taste!
 



High selection
& 

Costant control 
of green coffee we roast

All in house production We only work on demand,
we guarantee always fresh

production



 What we offer

 Coffee Beans
Cold Brew Espresso

Compatible Capsules
Filterpaper Pods

Ground Coffee
 
 
 
 

Services 
Personalized Package -

Private Label

Personalized Blend
 

 



 70% Arabica
Extra Bar

 
1kg

90% Arabica
Super Bar

100% Arabica
Decaffeinated

100% Arabica
10Più

Coffee beans

 70% Robusta
Classic Bar



 70% Arabica

 
250 g

90% Arabica

100% Arabica

Decaffeinated

Coffee beans - Italian Excellence

 70% Robusta



 Cold Brew Espresso

1,5 Litri

3 Litri

Ground coffee 250g



Aromatic taste

Strong taste

 Pods ESE 44mm - 
Filterpaper

boxes of 100 pods

Prestige taste

Delciate taste

Nespresso Compatible
 Capsules

boxex of 100 caps

Decaffeinated



OUR CONTACTS
info@caffejanus.it

 
www.caffejanus.it

 
+39 351 1472020

 
 


